Getting to Know Your
Newspaper

National Newspaper Week: America Needs Journalists
By Jodi Pushkin, President Florida Press Educational Services
Florida Press Educational Services (FPES) is proud to commemorate National Newspaper Week 2020:
America Needs Journalists and encourages teachers, parents and students to read the newspaper daily in
school and at home to enrich their lives. FPES and its member Newspaper in Education programs join the
Newspaper Association Managers in commemorating and celebrating National Newspaper Week.
This annual event is a fantastic opportunity for publishers and marketing, news, circulation and advertising
directors to learn the importance of Newspaper in Education (NIE) programs, too.
Reading every day is imperative for all people, especially children. Reading increases vocabulary, writing
skills and knowledge of the world around us. What better way to increase knowledge about the world than
by reading the local newspaper?
Did you know that more than 60 percent of people with high exposure to newspapers in childhood are
regular readers of newspapers as adults, according to a study conducted for the News Media Alliance,
former Newspaper Association of America Foundation? That percentage is significant because statistically
people who read the newspaper daily are more engaged citizens. Engaged citizens participate in their
communities by voting and practicing good citizenship.
The goal of NIE programs is to create a generation of critical readers, engaged citizens and consumers. John
F. Kennedy said, “Our progress as a nation can be no swifter than our progress in education. The human
mind is our fundamental resource.” The goal of NIE is to engage and develop that resource.
The No. 1 reason to use newspapers in education at school and at home is the newspaper provides readers
with a living textbook. The newspaper is an opportunity and a resource for students to practice higherorder comprehension skills. It is the job of NIE programs across the Florida to not only provide that
resource, but also to encourage active teacher and student engagement of resource.
Using newspapers as a teaching tool can improve reading skills and student performance on standardize
tests. In addition, reading the newspaper at school and home helps young people learn about the world
around them.
Teachers utilize newspaper activities to promote learning, support Florida Standard benchmarks and
expectations, plus have fun interpreting photos, advertisements, cartoons and headlines. Newspapers add
dynamic dimensions to all subjects, from Language Arts to business to science and everything in between.
NIE programs around Florida partner local businesses and government organizations to promote
community engagement, awareness and encourage real-world education lessons that combine educational
marketing goals of the businesses with the needs of the schools.
To learn more about Florida’s NIE programs, visit the Florida Press Educational Services (FPES) Web site
at fpesnie.org.

Jodi Pushkin, the President of Florida Press Educational Services, is the manager for the Tampa Bay Times Newspaper in
Education program. Pushkin holds an M.A. in English Education and a B.A. in writing and literature. She has worked in NIE
since 2000. Pushkin is a former high school teacher. In addition to her work with NIE, Pushkin is an adjunct instructor at Saint
Leo University, Pasco Hernando State College and Hillsborough Community College.
Contact Pushkin via e-mail at jpushkin@tampabay.com.

Enhancing your curriculum; Engaging your students
According to Scholastic magazine, “Informational text is a type of nonfiction — a very important type.
Nonfiction includes any text that is factual. (Or, by some definitions, any type of literature that is
factual, which would exclude texts such as menus and street signs.) Informational text differs from other
types of nonfiction in purpose, features, and format.”
The newspaper is the ultimate form of informational text. The newspaper meets these specific
characteristics. It is a logical resource for information about the natural, social and political world. The
newspaper conveys information about the natural or social world. The articles are written from someone
who knows information to someone who doesn’t. The newspaper has specialized features such as
headings and technical vocabulary.
Using the newspaper in your classroom and NIE curriculum on a regular basis helps students develop
daily reading habits that they will carry through their lives.
Newspapers provide a vital link to the real world for students who too often do not realize the value of
their academic programs. The study of today's critical issues, events and people helps students
understand the past and see a role for themselves in their future world.

Florida Standards
The Florida Department of Education defines that the Florida Standards provide a robust
set of goals for every grade. Emphasizing analytical thinking rather than rote memorization, the
Florida Standards will prepare our students for success in college, career and life. The Florida
Standards will reflect the knowledge and skills that our young people need for success in college
and careers.
Building on the foundation of success that has made Florida a national model, The
Florida Standards provide a clear set of goals for every student, parent, and teacher.
For more information on Florida Standards, go to the CPALMS website. CPALMS is the
State of Florida’s official source for standards information and course descriptions: cpalms.org.
The activities in this packet applies to the following Florida Standards for grades four
through twelve.

Language Arts: LAFS.612.RI.1.1; LAFS.612.RI.1.2; LAFS.612.RI.1.3; LAFS.612.RI.2.4;
LAFS.612.RI.2.5; LAFS.612.RI.2.6; LAFS.612.RI.3.7; LAFS.612.L.1.1; LAFS.612.L.1.2;
LAFS.612.L.2.3; LAFS.612.L.3.4; LAFS.612.L.3.5; LAFS.612.L.3.6; LAFS.612.R.1.1;
LAFS.612.R.1.2; LAFS.612.R.1.3; LAFS.612.R.2.4; LAFS.612.R.2.5; LAFS.612.R.2.6;
LAFS.612.R.3.7; LAFS.612.R.3.8; LAFS.612.R.3.9; LAFS.612.R.4.10; LAFS.612.SL.1.1
LAFS.612.SL.1.2; LAFS.612.SL.1.3; LAFS.612.SL.2.4; LAFS.612.SL.2.5; LAFS.612.SL.2.6;
LAFS.612. W.1.1; LAFS.612.W.1.2; LAFS.612.W.1.3; LAFS.612.W.2.4; LAFS.612.W.2.5;
LAFS.612.W.2.6; LAFS.612.W.3.7; LAFS.612.W.3.8; LAFS.612.W.3.9; LAFS.612.W.4.10

Newspaper in Education
The Newspaper in Education (NIE) program is a cooperative effort between schools and
local newspapers to promote the use of newspapers in print and electronic form as educational
resources. Our educational resources fall into the category of informational text.
Informational text is a type of nonfiction text. The primary purpose of informational text
is to convey information about the natural or social world. Florida NIE programs provide schools
with class sets of informational text in the form of the daily newspaper and original curriculum.
NIE teaching materials cover a variety of subjects and are consistent with Florida’s education
standards.
Florida Press Educational Services, Inc. (FPES) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization of
newspaper professionals that promotes literacy, particularly for young people. FPES members
consist of daily and weekly newspapers throughout the state of Florida. Through its member
newspapers, FPES serves educators, students and families in all 67 Florida counties. For more
information about FPES, visit fpesnie.org, or email ktower@flpress.com or
jpushkin@tampabay.com. Follow us on Twitter at twitter.com/ nie_fpes.

First Amendment binds all American freedoms
By Jack ‘Miles’ Ventimiglia
Jack “Miles” Ventimiglia is executive editor of The Richmond Daily News and The Excelsior Springs Daily Standard.
For nearly 40 years, he has worked as a print reporter and editor at dailies and weeklies in Illinois, Kansas and
Missouri. He is a former member of the Missouri Press Association Board of Directors and has served on numerous
press committees.

Freedom of the press, of speech, of religion, of assembly and to petition the government are woven, like stars in the flag,
into the fabric of the First Amendment.
The blood of patriots is the seed of the Republic. The founders and those who followed in their footsteps invested their
lives in this country. They assured there would be freedom of religion, and from religion, so the government could neither
bless nor ban what anyone believes, as occurs under radical theocracies and communist regimes. The founders secured
freedom of speech, to assemble and to petition the government to redress grievances, which is denied by China, North
Korea, Saudi Arabia and others that fear opposition. They also created one freedom that binds and protects all others, and
has done so from before the founding of the republic – freedom of the press.
More than four decades prior to the day when Congress ratified the Constitution, colonial printer John Peter Zenger in
1733 began to publish scathing-but-true stories about the misdeeds of New York’s haughty royal governor. Zenger
languished in prison for nearly 10 months for the crime of truth telling about a politician. But Zenger and his attorney
made jurors understand a new concept – truth is a defense – and Zenger went free.
Shielded by truth, journalists for nearly three centuries have been free to jab their pens at those who threaten the First
Amendment. There are myriad examples involving religion alone. They include news reports about Congress trying to
disenfranchise Mormons in the late 1880s and extend to modern times and the painful recognition that even vile speech,
such as that practiced by Westboro Baptist Church, must be permitted as a religious liberty.
Journalists help keep us free to question, learn and disagree.
Now, as in the beginning, freedom of the press abides in the courage of men and women who report the news, whether
those reports arise from between white columns in Washington, D.C., or beside the fountain at Lions Lake in
Washington, Missouri. A reporter’s work is often more routine than grandiose. On most days, reporters gather police and
fire statistics; they report on the scandal de jour and the zoning board meeting; and they describe a range of human
experiences, from a walk through a conservatory alive with iridescent blue morpho butterflies to a father and daughter
found drowned on the Rio Grande’s muddy banks.
But not all journalists complete routine days. A bullet killed Ernie Pyle in a safe zone on Ie Shima during World War II;
he is one of many reporters who died to bring the public truth about war. Last year, in Annapolis, Maryland, a man who
rejected having his criminal record reported walked into The Capital Gazette and killed five employees. Routine days are
not guaranteed.
Seasoned reporters understand the importance of safeguarding the First Amendment. They know, also, that though telling
the truth is made more difficult in these topsy-turvy times – when truth is flippantly called “lies” and lies are defended as
truth – if they do not do their duty, then no one will. From time to time, explosions of criticism and unfettered hate may
around them rage, but because reporters are loyal to the duties of a free press, including to challenge government leaders
and policies, each of the First Amendment freedoms continues to wave like stripes in a flag emerging in the dawn’s early
light.

Read the article by Jack ‘Miles’ Ventimiglia
Vocabulary – write a brief definition of the following words:
disenfranchise ___________________________________________________________________________
theocracies _____________________________________________________________________________

communist _____________________________________________________________________________
regime ________________________________________________________________________________
guaranteed _____________________________________________________________________________
unfettered ______________________________________________________________________________

1. What is the main point of the article? __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
2. What do journalists understand is important to safeguard? __________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
3. Why was John Peter Zenger freed from prison? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
4. In your own words, explain how freedom of the press binds all other freedoms. ________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
5. What does the following statement mean: “Journalists help keep us free to question, learn and disagree”?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Newspaper Connection:
• Look through the newspaper for examples of a reporter challenging local, national or international government
leaders and policies. Write a letter to the reporter defending or arguing against the importance of the information
being shared in the article versus the public’s right to know.

Your journalism has never been more important
By Rusty Cunningham
Executive Editor
La Crosse Tribune/River Valley Media Group
La Crosse, Wis.

Not every U.S. president has agreed with Jefferson about the importance of journalism, of course.
Canadian journalists battle for press freedoms every day, too.
But as journalists, we share a passion, a mission, a quest.
We search for the truth as watchdogs of the people elected and appointed to serve our citizenry.
As journalists, we’re trained to keep a professional distance, to make sure we don’t become part
of the story.
But while we’re not the story as reporters, the importance of our work, our craft is very much the story –
especially as President Trump calls journalists the “enemy of the American people.”
Our theme is right on the mark: “Journalism matters. NOW more than ever.”
While we’re not the story, the need for our journalism has never been more important to the people and
communities we serve.
It has never been more important for journalists to ask questions, scour public records and investigate
malfeasance.
It has never been more important for journalists to expose corruption, challenge assumptions and shine a light
on sexual misconduct.
As journalists along the Mississippi River in Wisconsin, we’ve asked in recent months what chemicals were
contained in a 10-million-gallon spill floating down a tributary. We’ve asked
about a drastic increase in overdose deaths. We’ve asked why no criminal charges were filed in a boating
accident in which two people died.
You have your own stories to tell about the questions you ask and the journalism you produce.
Make no mistake: Your journalism matters.
It’s crucial that we continue to reinforce the importance of our role in society.
And we’re not just watchdogs. Our journalism encourages our readers with positive stories that truly reflect the
flavor of our communities.
Rest assured, your journalism has never been more important.

Read the article by Rusty Cunningham
Vocabulary – write a brief definition of the following words:
journalism _____________________________________________________________________________
watchdog ______________________________________________________________________________
theme _________________________________________________________________________________
corruption _____________________________________________________________________________

tributary ______________________________________________________________________________
malfeasance ____________________________________________________________________________
1. What is the main point of the article? __________________________________________________

2. Why are journalists trained to “keep their distance?” _____________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
3. Name five things a journalist does. ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why do journalists ask questions? ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

5. Ultimately, what does a journalist search for? ___________________________________________

Newspaper Connection:
• Rusty Cunningham’s job is to inform the citizens in his communities. Look through the newspaper for examples
of people working with others to share information and seek the truth. What group of people are they working
for? How and why are they doing it?

“Times may change, but the need to support a free press has not”
By Kathy Kiely
Kathy Kiely is the Lee Hills Chair in Free Press Studies at the University of Missouri School of
Journalism. She is a veteran reporter and editor with a multimedia portfolio and a passion for
transparency, free speech and teaching. After a long career covering politics in Washington, Kiely
moved into the classroom full-time because, she says, universities are the laboratories that will
discover the formula for making fact-based journalism viable again.

Once upon a time, having a job at a newspaper meant working in one of the most imposing buildings in town, inhaling
the acrid aroma of fresh ink and the dusty breath of cheap newsprint and feeling mini-earthquakes under our feet every
time the presses started to roll. For those of us old enough to remember those days, National Newspaper Week 2019
could be one big, fat elegiac nostalgia trip.
Today, many newspapers are ditching the imposing buildings for low-rent storefronts and have outsourced the printing.
Those could be the newspapers that are left. My hometown had three daily newspapers when I was a kid. Now it’s down
to one that shows up in print just three days a week. Youngstown, Ohio just became the first major American city without
any newspaper at all. As University of North Carolina professor Penny Abernathy has documented in her groundbreaking
research on the news desertification of America, upwards of 1,300 communities that had newspapers of their own in 2004
now have none.
But if we ink-stained wretches fall prey to the temptation to spend National Newspaper Week crying in our beers, we’d
be wasting an opportunity.
Real newshounds don’t wallow in the cozy memories of a sepia-stained past. We are about the now and the next. Our job
has always been to help our communities recognize the today’s challenges of today and turn them into the tomorrow’s
promise.
Yes, it’s awkward that of today’s biggest challenges involves us —the newshounds. We’ve always been better at telling
your story than telling our own. Yet this is your story too: The future of democracy is inextricably bound up with the
future of a free press.
So here, dear readers, are some facts you need to know:
Newspapers are more than a medium
Increasingly, for both younger and older readers, that low-grade paper with come-off-on-your-hands ink is being replaced
by bits and bytes that light up your phone or tablet or computer.
What can’t be replaced, however, and what should never be made obsolete is the primary function that newspapers have
traditionally performed: Deploying small armies of reporters, photographers and editors to find and produce stories on
everything from natural disasters to political scandals to your neighbor’s golden wedding anniversary, to catch the
mistakes before they make it into print and to correct them when they do (hey, we’re human).
You never paid for news
That 25 or 35 cents you used to plunk into a newspaper box didn’t came close to covering what it cost to produce what
we newsroom denizens like to call “the daily miracle.” The high cost of public service journalism has always been
subsidized by advertisers. And the big dogs in the economic equation were not the car dealers or department stores who
bought those big, full-page displays. At most newspapers, classified ads produced the lion’s share of revenues.

The internet broke that model. Newspaper advertising revenue has nosedived to levels that are less than one-third of what
they were in 2005, a study from the Pew Research Center found. The result is all too sadly predictable: newspapers
employed fewer than half the number of people in 2016 that they did at the beginning of this century, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Social media ≠ news. And it’s not free
Readers might not notice the hollowing out of newsrooms because today, we have, if anything, too much information at
our disposal.
The same digital revolution that blew a hole in newsroom budgets and turned Craigslist and eBay into advertising
behemoths also created new paths to publication. According to a 2018 survey by the Pew Research Center, more
Americans now get their news from social media than from newspapers.
There’s something to be said for no longer having to work for a company that could afford an army of editors and truck
drivers to get your voice heard. Historically, the owners of imposing buildings and giant printing presses have been rich
white guys, and that had an unquestionably distorting effect on the news.
But not everyone who’s publishing via smartphone and YouTube is a promising writer or videographer giving voice to
underserved communities. A lot are peddlers of propaganda, snake oil, disinformation and dissension.
Nor is social media as free as it seems: We pay by providing our personal data every time we log on and, often, every
time we make a purchase IRL (in real life). Social media sites that data to deliver information that’s likely to keep you on
their sites: A resident of Moberly, Missouri who shops at Cabela’s and is Facebook “friends” with Donald Trump
supporters is likely to get a very different news feed on Facebook than one who lives in New York City, listens to NPR
and “likes” former President Barack Obama’s page. It’s a recipe for never having your received opinions challenged or
your mind changed.
You can do something about this
OK, I will cop to waxing sentimental for the rumble of the printing presses underfoot. But I’m not arguing that we should
turn off the internet and replace it with ink and paper. What I do think readers can do this National Newspaper Week is
become more mindful about their information diet. Right now, a lot of us are living on nutrition-free snacks.
There are still plenty of sources of whole-grain news out there. Some of them, are non-profit news organizations; some
are launching web start-ups to fill the gap left when legacy media outlets folded. And some are still at those legacy
outlets, trying hard to find new revenue streams.
Here are some ways to recognize purveyors of real news: Do they sometimes make you a bit uncomfortable by raising
doubts about what you thought to be true? Do they make it easy for you to reach a real human being if you have a
question or a complaint? Do they correct their mistakes? Do they ask you to subscribe or donate? Because gathering facts
costs.
Yes, supporting real news is a more expensive proposition for readers than it used to be, but it’s cheap when you consider
what you’re really paying for.
As my former Gannett News Service colleague, University of Kentucky journalism professor Al Cross put in a bumper
sticker he had commissioned a couple years back, “Support democracy: Subscribe.”

Read the article by Kathy Kiely
Vocabulary – write a brief definition of the following words:
nostalgia _______________________________________________________________________________
outsourced _____________________________________________________________________________
inextricably ____________________________________________________________________________
subsidized ______________________________________________________________________________
behemoths _____________________________________________________________________________
propaganda _____________________________________________________________________________

1. What is the main point of the article? __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
2. Why does Kiely claim newspaper readers never paid for news? _____________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
3. What is the primary function of newspapers? ___________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
4. Why isn’t news on the Internet really free? _____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
5. How can you become more mindful of your digital diet? __________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Newspaper Connection:
• Look through today’s newspaper and make a list of all the information contained in the newspaper including
articles, advertisements, cartoons, photographs and editorials. List all of the facts you have learned and create an
infographic to share with your classmates depicting what information is contained in the daily newspaper.

Community journalism matters because communities matter
By Matt Geiger
Executive Editor
News Publishing Co.
Black Earth, WI
“Everything in this newspaper is important to someone.”
It’s become something of a mantra for me, in recent years.
Weekly community newspapers are eclectic, to say the least. We publish photos of ribbons being cut at bakeries,
and donations being dropped off at local food pantries. We print the school honor roll, the court report, and in-depth
stories on decisions made by planning commissions and town boards. Sometimes we cover murders, abuse, and
horrific car crashes, and when we do our community journalists often experience these tragedies as both reporters
and neighbors — as both professionals and human beings. We cover the referendum that will determine whether a
new school is built and our readers’ taxes will rise. We publish birth announcements, obituaries, and the various
things that, when wedged between those two book ends, make up the lives that make up our communities.
I’ve learned more than I ever wanted to know about sewage, in order to cover the approval and construction of a
new treatment plant. I interviewed a survivor of the Iran hostage crisis about what it’s like to be held prisoner in a
foreign land while the world looks on. I’ve interviewed grandmothers about their favorite holiday recipes. Perhaps
most importantly, I’ve interviewed little kids about what they want to be when they grow up, and what type of world
they hope to inhabit.
I’ve even eaten lutefisk — a type of gelatinous Scandinavian fish that is usually only consumed as part of a dare —
in the warm hum of a local church’s kitchen. (I even liked it, which I think qualifies as a kind of small-town gonzo
journalism.)
People sometimes ask me why community newspapers are important. My reply is always the same. It’s because
everything in those pages is important to someone. Maybe the ribbon cutting isn’t flashy enough to go viral, and the
Thanksgiving turkey recipe is not going to change culinary trends across the nation. But these things, these small
things in communities across the county and across the world, are what give meaning and purpose to all of our lives.
The ribbon cutting is the culmination of a childhood dream. The donations at the food pantry will allow a family to
gather around their table without worrying if there is enough to fill each plate. The honor roll goes on the fridge, of
course, because it’s a reminder to a young student that she can flourish when she applies herself. The birth
announcement marks the proudest, greatest moment of a mother and father’s life together. The face looking out
from the obituary is one that a wife, and children, and grandchildren, will never kiss again. The new school being
paid for with the referendum is where a young student might develop an interest in science, growing up and
developing a treatment for cancer or Alzheimer’s, allowing millions of people to live a little longer, and have their
faces kissed by those who love them a few more times.
Journalism matters, now more than ever, because people matter. Community journalism matters, now more than
ever, because roughly half the world’s population lives in small communities, and in the pages of their newspapers,
they see themselves and the ones they love.

Read the article by Matt Geiger
Vocabulary – write a brief definition for the following words and phrases:
mantra ________________________________________________________________________________
referendum ____________________________________________________________________________
obituaries ______________________________________________________________________________
inhabit ________________________________________________________________________________
gelatinous _____________________________________________________________________________
flourish ________________________________________________________________________________

1. What is the main point of the article? __________________________________________________
2. List at least three types of things weekly newspapers cover. __________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
3. Why are community newspapers important? ____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
4. Why does journalism matter now more than ever? _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
5. Why does community journalism matter now more than ever? ______________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Newspaper Connection:
• Search recent editions of the newspaper for a community news article. On a piece of paper, write down the main ideas
and facts of the article. Write down what you have learned about your community based on this article. Share what
you have learned with your class.
•

Create a class weekly newspaper. As a class, develop your own newspaper reporting on the activities of the past
week or two. Have students write about school events or other things that might interest them. Assign each student
to a specific task including, photographer, cartoonist, reporter, editor, printer, carrier (distribution), etc.

Journalism matters because democracy matters

By Dave Zweifel
Editor Emeritus
The Capital Times
Madison, Wis.
An in-depth newspaper investigation revealed that a state-operated home for aged military veterans was
providing sub-standard care and that taxpayer money that was to go to improve the home was spent elsewhere.
The result was the replacement of the state's veterans secretary and numerous corrections at the home.
Another investigation explored the increase of neighborhood violence and the proliferation of firearms that
awakened community groups and law enforcement to explore ways to address the problems and find solutions
before it becomes even worse.
Yet another series of newspaper stories documented the impact of stormwater runoff on the area's highly-used
lakes, complete with proposals on how the environmental damage can be corrected before pollution becomes
even worse. Governmental agencies and citizens have since come together to act.
These are recent examples from just one community, Madison, Wisconsin, that are regularly repeated at
newspapers, television news outlets and other media throughout the land — all examples of why journalism
matters as much today as it has throughout history.
But it's not just the investigative pieces that seek to right a wrong. It’s journalism that chronicles the school
board meeting, the arguments about whether a city needs a tax increase, the reasons why a water main needs to
be replaced, the achievements of the high school scholars, the heroics or, perhaps, the agonies of the sports
team, or the story of a neighborhood volunteer who helps make life better for someone in need.
The founding fathers decided more than 200 years ago that if democracy was to function as they intended, there
had to be a means to keep tabs on the people's governments. They adopted the First Amendment to make sure
those governments couldn't hinder the people's right to know or silence the opinions that might not please those
in power.
Journalism exists to keep the people informed. It exists to spread knowledge and, yes, it exists to provide
viewpoints from many different perspectives, to provide the fuel that people in a democracy need to take part in
their governments.
Journalism matters because democracy matters. The two are inseparable.

Read the article by Dave Zweifel
Vocabulary – write a brief definition for the following words and phrases:
investigation ___________________________________________________________________________

proliferation ___________________________________________________________________________
investigation ___________________________________________________________________________
pollution ______________________________________________________________________________
democracy _____________________________________________________________________________
hinder _________________________________________________________________________________

1. What is the main point of the article? _____________________________________________________
2. What was the result of the investigation into the state-operated home for aged military veterans? ______
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. What caused governmental agencies and citizens have since come together to act regarding the community’s

stormwater runoff problem? ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
4. Why did the Founding Fathers create the First Amendment? ___________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
5. Why are democracy and journalism inseparable? _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
Newspaper Connection:
• The author writes, “Journalism exists to keep the people informed.” Look for examples of this statement in

the newspaper. Find examples of articles that keep people informed and create a chart and/or infographic
listing the importance of those articles to the community. Share what you have found and learned with your
class.

Power of the press is in being the Way to Know for news consumers
By Gene Policinski, 2015
[Gene Policinski, a founding editor of USA Today, is chief operating officer of the
Freedom Forum Institute and of the Institute’s First Amendment Center. A veteran
multimedia journalist, he also writes, lectures and is interviewed regularly on First
Amendment issues.]

WASHINGTON – The power of the press rests in the ability of journalists to hold government accountable, to
mobilize public opinion on matters that are important to individuals, communities or the nation, and to provide
necessary information of value.
Notice in those words not a mention of celebrity content, mobile devices nor “aspirational” reportage that feels
good without doing any good.
But also notice in those words the key to the future for newsrooms across the nation: A visible role in the daily
life of the nation rooted in real benefit and sustained credibility.
Newsprint may not be the medium-of-choice today for many readers, and perhaps certainly not the one for the
desired next generation of readers. But the news organizations behind what certainly will be a blend of printed
and electronic pages must be again the mediums-of-choice for that group, whether they be thought-leaders in
society, officeholders in government or voters.
The nation – our audience – needs facts, presented clearly, accurately and completely. For those who are help
rapt by the comings and goings of the Kardashians and turn away from discussion of policy in the Keystone
Pipeline System debate: Well, perhaps it’s time to say “goodbye” and leave them to vacuous talking heads,
unreal “reality” shows and the assortment of cable TV geek-fests that offer a chance to feel superior just by
sitting on a sofa.
“Targeted circulation” indeed. Let’s leave behind the prideful ignorant who proclaim little faith and
demonstrate even less actual consumption of news, and target those readers and users who want news and data
and informed decisions – and who will pay a reasonable fee to get it.
Ok, not as easy to gather in and report out as feature items and single-interview chats. It means bucking the
system to place journalists in seats where daily decisions are made and social issues discussed – from City Hall
to church pews. It means bringing the news of the day in new ways, but with the same old standards that
separated opinion from fact, news pages from editorials and commentary from reporting.
The Newseum Institute’s latest State of the First Amendment national survey, published on July 4, showed that
70% of respondents disagreed with the statement that “overall, the news media tries to report the news without
bias.”
To be sure, the change of bias has been leveled at journalists since the nation began – and was, in fact,
welcomed by many in the first “journals of opinion” and later by media moguls making no pretense at
publishing anything but “news” filtered through their own views.

But over time, and by dint of the hard work and credible reporting by tens of thousands of journalists – in
newspapers, and later in radio, television and now online – readers, listeners, views and users gave their loyalty
to news operations that brought them what they needed.
As emotional as one can be when waxing about ink-on-newsprint, it was the information that was printed with
that ink, on those pages, that made newspapers strong and powerful – and that information was the stuff – not
the fluff – of life.
Of course there is room for entertaining, uplifting stories and reports on that part of the day that makes us
chuckle, smile or simply shake a head. But editorial decisions ought not to start and end there. “Click-bait”
ought not to squeeze out real debate. “Metrics” ought not to rule over meaning. And the challenge in thorough
reporting on the county’s budget next year ought to mean finding a new way – perhaps through the new studies
of gaming technology as applied to news reporting – of telling a complex story. Decades ago, USA TODAY
showed us how color weather maps and national sports rankings could be fun while still bringing needed
information to commuters, gardeners and golfers – and while also reporting on AIDS, national security issues
and unsafe military vehicles.
Consider that most news today still originates with mainstream media – and that the value for those aggregators
was simply in finding a new way to package and deliver the content. A simple text-and-photo site called
Craig’s List wreaked havoc on the financial underpinnings of a massive industry just by finding an easier way
to post and peruse the same information. Cannot we collectively continue to find such innovation within
newsrooms as well?
Journalists have learned many hard lessons over the last two decades: Nobody really loved us because of our
nameplates, innovation was not just a good idea but a daily consideration on survival, and we no longer are the
gatekeepers anymore between news makers and news consumers.
But in those tough, even brutal, decades, we’ve also discovered how to make our pages come alive – literally,
via the Web – and found new ways to know about and be in contact with those interested in news and
information. To the old axiom about being “Clear, concise and accurate” those who have survived have added
“responsive.”
The power of the press was, is now, and will be in the future, bringing consumers the news they need – and
having the fortitude to seek and report the news they don’t even yet know they need, but will.
Ignorance and apathy is the challenge. Credibility and necessity are the means to overcome those challenges.

Read the article by Gene Policinski
Vocabulary – write a brief definition for the following words and phrases:

accountable ____________________________________________________________________________
mobilize ______________________________________________________________________________
sustained ______________________________________________________________________________
credible _______________________________________________________________________________
bias __________________________________________________________________________________

aggregators ____________________________________________________________________________
Write a reaction blog to this article include the following ideas:


What are your thoughts about this article?



Do you agree with the author’s ideas? Why or why not?



Do you think the press is biased? Why or why not? Can you provide examples to support your ideas?



What is mainstream media?

Newspaper Connection:
• The author uses the phrase “Clear, concise and accurate” in his article. What exactly does that mean. Look

for examples of this statement in the newspaper. Look in the news, opinion and advertisements for
examples. Share what you find with your class.
•

Is there still “power in the press.” There has been a lot of challenges to the press lately, especially in
America. The U.S. Press Freedom Tracker is a database of press freedom incidents in the United States —
“everything from arrests of journalists and the seizure of their equipment to interrogations at the U.S. border
and physical attacks. The Press Freedom Tracker documents incidents across the country, involving
national, state and local authorities.” Check out the website, https://pressfreedomtracker.us. Choose one of
the articles listed on the website and analyze it in a fully-developed paragraph. Share the information you
have learned with your class. Write a Letter to the Editor of your newspaper about your thoughts about this
information.

Interpreting cartoons
Students can determine the meaning of cartoons through the analysis of
their literal, symbolic and figurative meanings of the elements the artist
used and their effect. Students are asked to describe the overall effect of
the cartoon, and how the artist’s choices combine to create that effect.
Finally, students can determine the purpose of the cartoon and how it
relates to current issues through discussion questions.

Are U.S. newsrooms under attack?
Talking Points

Nate Beeler, The Columbus Dispatch / Courtesy of AAEC

Between the lines
"News of the shooting spree
caused a chill in newsrooms.…
Threats against members of the
media have been on the rise in
recent years. But murders of
American journalists are very
rare.” - Brian Stelter, CNN

1. What are these cartoonists
saying about the killings of 5
people at the Capital Gazette in
Annapolis, Maryland?
2. While killings of journalists are
rare here, where in the world are
reporters, photographers and
editors being increasingly targeted
by violence or arrest?
3. What economic and political
pressures are facing local
newspapers like the Gazette?
4. How do television, radio and
internet outlets rely on reporting
done by local newspapers?
5. Who do you trust: journalists,
politicians or social media? Why?

/
C

https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/p
lum-line/wp/2018/06/29/after-shootingwill-trump-stop-abusing-journalists-letsrevisit-that-conversation-about-civility/?
utm_term=.4135faf0203f

Additional resources
n More by Nate Beeler
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.
cfm/BeeleN

n More by Randy Bish
https://www.cagle.com/author/randy-bish/

n Association of American
Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/

Randy Bish, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review / Courtesy of Cagle.com

How dangerous is bad information?
Talking Points

Monte Wolverton / Courtesy of AAEC

Between the lines
"I see disinfectant, where it
knocks it out in a minute, one
minute, and is there a way we
can do something like that by
injection inside, or almost a
cleaning. ” - President Trump

1. What do these cartoons say
about President Donald Trump’s
statement in a press briefing last
week that injecting a disinfectant
might clean coronavirus from a
patient’s lungs?
2. What did doctors and public
health officials say about the
idea? Did anyone support it?
3. The president said later, "I
was asking the question
sarcastically.” Do you believe
him? Why or why not?
4. Can bad advice kill you?
5. How important is it to rely on
solid scientific testing instead of
wishful speculation?

/

https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/
ct-nw-trump-white-house-sunlight-heat-fightvirus-202004247dnhtyxltvdazkp24mybuefmou-story.html

Additional resources
n More by Monte Wolverton
https://www.editorialcartoonists.com/
cartoonists/wolvem/cartoons/

n More by Paul W. Berge
https://www.editorialcartoonists.com/
cartoonists/bergep/cartoons/

n Editorial Cartoonists
Association of American
http://editorialcartoonists.com/

Paul W. Berge / Courtesy of AAEC

Do we only see what we want to see?
Talking Points

Christopher Weyant, The Boston Globe / Courtesy of Cagle.com

1. What are these cartoons
saying about how Americans are
getting information about the
impeachment hearings?
2. How does reporting about
political events differ among
various newspapers, news
networks and social media?
3. Do people usually turn to
news sources that just reinforce
their own opinions and beliefs?
4. Can you tell the difference
between factual reporting,
opinions or outright lies? Do
they get mixed up? Examples?
5. Are politicians trying to sell us
opposing versions of reality?

Between the lines
“Now more than ever, the lines
between fact-based reporting and
opinionated commentary seem
blurred for people. That means
they trust what they are seeing
less. They are feeling less
informed.” - Evette Alexander,
journalism researcher.
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/18/us/pollsmedia-fake-news.html

Additional reources
n More by Christopher Weyant
https://www.cagle.com/author/chris-weyant/

n More by Lisa Benson
https://www.editorialcartoonists.com/
cartoonists/bensol/cartoons/

n Association of American
Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com/

Lisa Benson, Victor Valley Daily Press / Courtesy of AAEC

Going beyond the text
The editorial page of the newspaper provides readers with differing
opinions about news events.
Editorials present the views of the newspaper. Opinion columns present
the views of individuals who comment regularly on news topics. Letters to
the editor present the views of the newspaper’s readers.
Read the Tampa Bay Times editorial titled “Striving to keep the truth” and
the opinion article “Stop Attacking the press.”
Identify the main purpose of each article and the 5 the 5 W’s (who, what,
when, where, why) of the article. Identify the standard editorial elements
in each article and note the following points.
o Presenting opposing points of view
o Refuting opposing points
o Presenting details supporting the newspaper’s position
o Urging readers to make a decision
Next, explain your reaction to the editorial. What do you consider to be the
most persuasive points made in the editorial? Did the editorial change your
mind or strengthen your original position? Why or why not
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ņ Òİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ņÏhņ ņÏ $ÒÞÞİ{ùĩùśÅÏ ùśìņŨ M ÏùùÞ ÒİņĩÒ ņ
İhÒ ņÏÒİ ŦÜ Òņ ŦÒÞÞ h Þĩhņ ņİņÒìÅ ²ùĩ Þh Òì ĩÒìÜÒìÅ
Ŧhņĩ hì ĩÞhİ ņÏ ĩİśÞņİ h²ņĩ ņÏ 5D£½D Dõ 5£qÙ
ĩđùĩņ ņİņÒìÅ ŦùśÞ ņhÜ Ũhĩİ hì ņÏhņ śìņÒÞ Ŧ hİÜ
²hçÒÞÒİ ŦĩìĦņ ņùÞ h{ùśņ Þh ÞťÞİ ņÏhņ hÞĩhŨ Ïh {ì Òİ ùťÑ
ĩė
&ņ Òİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ņÏhņ $h{Òņhņ ²ùĩ
$śçhìÒņŨ ù² $ÒÞÞİ{ùĩùśÅÏ ùśìņŨ
hììùśì  ņÏÒİ ŦÜ Òņ ŦùśÞ ņĩŨ ņù
{śŨ {h Ü h ùŬì çùĩņÅhÅİ h hŨ
h²ņĩ ņÏ 5£qÙ ĩđùĩņ ņÏ çùĩņÑ
ÅhÅİ Ŧĩ İùÞ ņù h Qhçđh ùçđhìŨ
ŦÒņÏ h ÏÒİņùĩŨ ù² ²ÞÒđđÒìÅ ²ùĩ Þùİ
Ïùśİİė
&ņ Òİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ņÏhņ ņÏ ÞhĩŦhÑ
ņĩ çhì ŦÏù İÏùņ hì ÜÒÞÞ h ²hņÏĩ
Òì h Òİđśņ ùťĩ đhĩÜÒìÅ Òì h ÏhìÑ
Ò hđÑĩİĩť İđh  Ïhİ h ÏÒİņùĩŨ ù²
ĩùh ĩhÅ h ÏÒİņùĩŨ ņÏ 5£qÙ ²Òĩİņ
ĩđùĩņ hì ÞhŦ ì²ùĩ çìņ Òņ
hİ ņÏ İÏùùņĩ Ŧhİ ÏhĩÅ ŦÒņÏ
çhìİÞhśÅÏņĩ ņÏÒİ ŦÜ Òì h İņhì
Ũùśĩ Åĩùśì hİ ņÏhņ Ïhİ hņņĩh ņ
ìhņÒùìhÞ hņņìņÒùìė
aņ ²ĩùç _hİÏÒìÅņùì GĩİÒìņ
ùìhÞ Qĩśçđ hņņh Üİ ņÏ çÒh
ņÏhņ đĩùťÒİ ²h ņÑ{hİ ÒìđìÑ
ìņ ÛùśĩìhÞÒİç hì ÏùÞİ ņÏ đùŦÑ
ĩ²śÞ ņù h ùśìņ Òì ùççśìÒņÒİ
hĩùśì ņÏ ìhņÒùìė
Qĩśçđ hÞÞİ ÛùśĩìhÞÒİņİ ģņÏ ìçŨ
ù² ņÏ çĩÒ hì đùđÞėĦĦ $ ĩÅśÞhĩÞŨ
ĩ²ĩİ ņù ģ²hÜ ìŦİĦĦ hì ņÏ ģ²hÜ
ìŦİ çÒhėĦĦ QÏùİ hİİhśÞņİ {Ũ ņÏ
đĩİÒìņ hììùņ { {ĩśİÏ hİÒ hİ
ņÏhņĩÒ İ đhĩņÒ śÞhĩÞŨ ŦÏì ņÏŨ hĩ
ç{ĩh  {Ũ İùç ù² ÏÒİ İņĩùìÅİņ
İśđđùĩņĩİ hì ùđÒ {Ũ đùÞÒņÒ Òhìİ
Òì !ÞùĩÒh hì ÞİŦÏĩė QÏhņĦİ ŦÏŨ
ņÏ 5D£½D Dõ 5£qÙ ÛùÒìİ çùĩ
ņÏhì ŔŰŰ ìŦİđhđĩİ ņÏĩùśÅÏùśņ
ņÏ ìhņÒùì ņùhŨ Òì h ĩhĩ ùùĩÒÑ
ìhņ ĩİđùìİ ņù QĩśçđĦİ İŨİņçÑ
hņÒ ²²ùĩņ ņù Òİ ĩÒņ ÛùśĩìhÞÒİņİ hì
Òìđììņ ìŦİ ÅhņÏĩÒìÅė
 ²ĩ đĩİİ {śÒÞİ ņÏ ²ùśìhņÒùì
²ùĩ çù ĩh Ũė ÒņÒŬìİ đì ùì
Ïùìİņ Òìđììņ çÒh ²ùĩ h śÑ
ĩhņ Òì²ùĩçhņÒùì ņÏŨ ì h{ùśņ
ņÏÒĩ Åùťĩìçìņ ņÏÒĩ Þ ņ ÞhÑ
ĩİ hì ņÏÒĩ ÒìİņÒņśņÒùìİė QÏhņ Òİ
Ûśİņ hİ Òçđùĩņhìņ Òì Qhçđh hŨ hì
Òì ùççśìÒņÒİ h ĩùİİ ņÏ ìhņÒùì hİ
Òņ Òİ Òì _hİÏÒìÅņùì hì ņÏ 5£qÙ
ņhÜİ ņÏhņ ĩİđùìİÒ{ÒÞÒņŨ İĩÒùśİÞŨė Qù
Òņ Ûśİņ ņÏĩ çùĩ ŧhçđÞİ ù² ÏùŦ
²h ņśhÞ ĩđùĩņÒìÅ Òì²ùĩçİ ĩhĩİ
hì Òçđh ņİ ņÏ ùççśìÒņŨ
 &ņ Ŧhİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ŦÏì ņÏ 5£qÙ

ĩđùĩņ hĩĩMùśĩ  Qhçđh hŨ
hì hĩĩMùśĩ  GÒìÞÞhİ ņÏ
ĩÅÒùìĦİ ÞhÒìÅ Ûù{ đÞh çìņ ìÑ
ņĩİ ņùùÜ ĩÒņ ²ùĩ ²ÒìÒìÅ ŦùĩÜ ²ùĩ
đùđÞ ŦÏù ìťĩ İùśÅÏņ ņÏÒĩ ÏÞđ
hì hđđĩùť çùìņÏÞŨ {ùìśİİ ²ùĩ
İņh²²ĩİ ŦÏù ÒìĦņ çņ đĩ²ùĩÑ
çhì  ÅùhÞİė QÏ ÞùìÅÑņÒç hĩĩÑ
Mùśĩ  đĩİÒìņ hì < Ïhİ {ì
²Òĩ hì ²ĩhÞ hì İņhņ ÒìťİņÒÑ
ÅhņÒùìİ hĩ śìĩ ŦhŨė
 &ņ Ŧhİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ŦÏì ņÏ 5£qÙ
ĩťhÞ ņÏhņ ņÏ ÒņŨ ù² Mņė GņĩİÑ
{śĩÅ ĩÞhİ Ïśìĩİ ù² çÒÞÞÒùìİ
ù² ÅhÞÞùìİ ù² đhĩņÒhÞÞŨ ņĩhņ İŦhÅ
Òì ŔŰĂ·ÑĂļė ²ņĩ ²ĩhÞ hì İņhņ
ÒìťİņÒÅhņÒùìİ ņÏ ÒņŨ Òİ İđìÒìÅ
ŊŔļ çÒÞÞÒùì ņù Òçđĩùť ņÏ İŦÑ
hÅ İŨİņç hİ đhĩņ ù² h ùìİìņ ùĩĩ
ŦÒņÏ ņÏ İņhņė
 &ņ Ŧhİ ĩhÞ ìŦİ ŦÏì ņÏ 5£qÙ
ĩđùĩņ ņÏhņ ņÏ GÒìÞÞhİ ùśìņŨ
M ÏùùÞ ÒİņĩÒ ņ ²hÒÞ ņù ÞÒťĩ ùì
đĩùçÒİ ĩİùśĩ İ ņù ²Òť ²ùśìĩÑ
ÒìÅ ÞçìņhĩŨ İ ÏùùÞİ Òì đĩùçÑ
ÒìhìņÞŨ đùùĩ {Þh Ü Mņė Gņĩİ{śĩÅ
ìÒÅÏ{ùĩÏùùİė QÏ !hÒÞśĩ !h ņùÑ
ĩÒİ đĩùÛ ņ Òì ŔŰĂ· {ĩùśÅÏņ h ²ĩİÏ
ùççÒņçìņ {Ũ ņÏ İ ÏùùÞ ÒİņĩÒ ņ
ņù Òìťİņ Òì ņÏùİ İ ÏùùÞİė &ņ hÞİù Ŧùì
ùì ù² ņÏ 5£qÙÒ ĂŔ GśÞÒņŬĩ GĩÒŬİė
QÏ đĩÒŬİ hĩ ìÒ  {śņ ùśĩ ÅùhÞ
Òİ ņù Òì²ùĩç ĩhĩİ hì çhÜ h Ò²Ñ
²ĩì  Òì ùśĩ ùççśìÒņŨė !hĩ ²ĩùç
{ÒìÅ ìçÒİ ù² ņÏ đùđÞ Ŧ ÞÒť
Òì ņÏ İhç ìÒÅÏ{ùĩÏùùİ hİ ùśĩ
ĩhĩİ hņ Òì ņÏ İhç ĩİņhśĩhìņİ
hì İÏùđ Òì ņÏ İhç İņùĩİė <śĩ
ÜÒİ hņņì ņÏ İhç İ ÏùùÞİ Ŧ Åņ
İņś Ü Òì ņÏ İhç ņĩh²²Ò Ûhçİ hì
Ŧ ŦùĩĩŨ h{ùśņ ÏśĩĩÒ hìİ ÏÒņņÒìÅ
Ïùçė
QĩśçđĦİ hİİhśÞņ ùì ņÏ ìŦİ
çÒh ÒÅìùĩİ ņÏİ ùìì ņÒùìİ
hì Òņ Òİ ÏhťÒìÅ h ùĩĩùİÒť ²² ņ Òì
!ÞùĩÒhė ņ QĩśçđĦİ ĩ ìņ ĩhÞÞŨ Òì
Qhçđh İùç ù² ņÏ đĩİÒìņĦİ İśđÑ
đùĩņĩİ Òĩ ņ Òİņśĩ{ÒìÅ hìÅĩ
hì ťĩ{hÞ hņņh Üİ ņùŦhĩ ĩđùĩņÑ
ĩİė 0ÅÒİÞhņùĩİ hì hìÒhņİ ²ùĩ
Åùťĩìùĩ Ïhť ÒİçÒİİ h śĩhņ
ìŦİ ĩđùĩņİ ņÏŨ ùìĦņ ÞÒÜ hİ ²hÜ
ìŦİė  đùÞÒņÒ hÞ ùìİśÞņhìņ hÞÞ
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ï ïk .ï?ïk ?ÚÚ±Ā¨bÝ ¨ 0?£Å? ?ïk ?Ýï £±¨ï_ +ÚkÝbk¨ï ±¨?b 0ÚĀ£Å
Ý?b^ Ô0kē ?Úk |?kÊ !±_  £k?¨_ b± ē±Ā MkkĐk v ±± ?ï ïÝ^ ĐkÚē
¨ï_ ï×Ý ïk Ý?£k ï¨ÊÕ

Òņ ģ²hÜ ìŦİĤ ŦÏì h Mhĩhİùņh hìÑ
Òhņ ²ùĩ ņÏ !ÞùĩÒh $ùśİ ÞÒ
h{ùśņ ÏhťÒìÅ h ùÞÞÅ Åĩĵ İÏ
ĩùđđ ùśņ ù² ņÏ ĩh  QśİhŨ hì
hđùÞùÅÒŬė
<² ùśĩİ đś{ÞÒ ù²²Ò ÒhÞİ ŦÏù
ùìĦņ hđđĩ Òhņ İ ĩśņÒìŨ Ïhť ÞùìÅ
hņņh Ü ņÏ çİİìÅĩė MśđđùĩņÑ
ĩİ ù² hì ç{hņņÞ Ghİ ù ùśìņŨ
İÏĩÒ²² ŦÏù Ŧhİ {ÒìÅ ÒìťİņÒÅhņ
{Ũ ņÏ 5£qÙ Òì ņÏ Ăñ¤Űİ ÒİņĩÒ{Ñ
śņ {śçđĩ İņÒ Üĩİ  ÞhĩÒìÅ
ģ& ù ìùņ {ÞÒť ņÏ 3ãÃ 0qãqÕÙTìÕ
5£qÙėĦĦ ēQÏ ìhç ù² ņÏÒİ ìŦİđhÑ
đĩ ņÏìėĔ QÏhņ İÏĩÒ²² Ŧhİ ĩçùť
²ĩùç ù²²Ò  {Ũ ņÏ Åùťĩìùĩ hì ņÏ
ÞùŦÑņ Ï ²²ùĩņ ņù śìĩçÒì ņÏhņ
ĩđùĩņÒìÅ İùśìİ ĞśhÒìņ Òì ņÏÒİ ÒÅÑ
ÒņhÞ ĩhė  İņhŨ İņĩhç ù² ņŦņİ
h{ùśņ ²hÜ ìŦİ ²ĩùç ņÏ đĩİÒìņ
ù² ņÏ UìÒņ Mņhņİ Ïhİ h ²hĩ {ĩùhĩ
Òçđh ņė
İ Qĩśçđ hņņh Üİ İņh{ÞÒİÏ ÛùśĩÑ
ìhÞÒİç ÒìİņÒņśņÒùìİ ņÏĩ Òİ Òì h
hìÅĩùśİ đĩùÞÒ²ĩhņÒùì ù² ÞÒİ çhİÑ
ĞśĩhÒìÅ hİ ìŦİė _Ïhņ İņhĩņ
ŦÒņÏ h ņŦņ {Ũ h ŦÏÒņ İśđĩçh Òİņ
Ŧùśì śđ ùìťÒì ÒìÅ İùç ĩhÑ
ĩİ ņÏhņ $ÒÞÞhĩŨ ÞÒìņùì Ŧhİ đhĩņ ù²
h ÏÒÞ İŧ ņĩh²²Ò ÜÒìÅ ĩÒìÅ ņÏhņ śİ
h _hİÏÒìÅņùì đÒŬŬh đhĩÞùĩ hİ Ïùç
{hİ « hì đĩùçđņ ùì çhì ņù

śƴƋ ńèƣƣèƋƑ 
 ģƴő ń¬ǁ őèèÚƑ ŌśƋè Ëń¬Ƌĸƣǃ
ƣĲ¬ő ƣĲĸƑ Á ŚŃƳŋŐÕ ƳĢŵ ţĝ

@¼` É ¼h@` @ `
-ùÏì Iùçhìù İhŨİ ņÏhņ h çhÛùĩ đĩù{Þç ŦÒņÏ
İņhì Ũùśĩ Åĩùśì Òİ ņÏhņ Òņ ĩĞśÒĩİ ģĩhÒìÅ ņÏ
ņÏùśÅÏņİ hì ÒìņìņÒùìİ ù² ņÏ đĩİùì ùì ņĩÒhÞėĤ
QÏÒİ Òİ h ťhÞÒ đùÒìņ {śņ Òņ ù śĩİ ņù ç ņÏhņ ģÏhņ
ĩÒçĤ ÞhŦİ Ïhť ņÏ İhç đĩù{Þçė ùİìĦņ ùìÑ
ťÒ ņÒùì ²ùĩ h Ïhņ ĩÒç hÞİù ĩĞśÒĩ ņÏhņ ņÏ ÛśĩŨ
ÞùùÜ Òìņù ņÏ çÒì ù² ņÏ h śİ ņù ņĩçÒì
çùņÒťhņÒùìğ
-ùÏì _Òİİ 3½Õ¨ 
ĲśƇƑ ¬þƋ¬ĸÚ śþ
\¬őËǃ uèńśƑĸż Á ŚŃƳŋŐÕ ƳĢŵ ţĕ

1@É WÏ ×@À uÏÙ
GhśÞ .ĩśÅçhìĦİ ùÞśçì Òİ h Åĩhņ đÒ  ù² İhņÒĩė
_Ïì Ï İhÒ ņÏ ņhŧ śņ Òİ ĩçhĩÜh{ÞŨ śìđùđśÞhĩ
ņÏÒİ Òİ ù{ťÒùśİÞŨ hì hņņçđņ ņù { ²śììŨ hİ hìŨùì
ŦÒņÏ hìŨ İìİ ÜìùŦİ ņÏhņ ņÏ ņhŧ śņİ Ïhť ĩÑ
hņ ìŦ Ûù{İ hì Ïhť ņÏÒİ ùśìņĩŨ Òì {ņņĩ ²ÒìhìÑ
ÒhÞ İÏhđ ņÏhì Òņ Ïhİ {ì İÒì  ņÏ IhÅhì Ũhĩİė
QÏì ņÏ ĩhÞ ÞhśÅÏİ {Åhì ŦÏì Ï ĩ²ĩĩ ņù
6hì Ũ GÞùİÒ hİ ņÏ Åĩhņİņ İđhÜĩ ù² ņÏ $ùśİ
Òì çùĩì ņÒçİė  Ŧùçhì ŦÏù Ŧhìņİ ņù {ĩÒìÅ
{h Ü ÏÒÅÏ ņhŧİ ŦÏù Ŧhìņİ ņù ùđì ņÏ {ùĩĩİ
ŦÏù Ŧhìņİ ņù ņĩŨ ņù Òçđh Ï ùì ù² ņÏ Åĩhņİņ
đĩİÒìņİ ŦĦť ťĩ Ïh ŦÏù Òİ ņĩśÞŨ çhÜÒìÅ ņÏÒİ
ùśìņĩŨ Åĩhņ hÅhÒìė QÏ ŦÏùÞ đÒ  Ŧhİ h Åĩhņ
İhņÒĩė
-ùÏì 0ė $ççÒìÅİ qDÕóDãqÕ
śőÚĸ ƑĲśƴńÚ ƑƣśŰ þĸģĲƣĸőģ ¬ËËèƑƑ
ƣś ŌèÚĸË¬ń Ō¬Ƌĸŀƴ¬ő¬ Á #ÙķƢŚƊķ¬ŃÕ ƳĢŵ ţƮ

× Éh × u Éh §h§h
!ÞùĩÒh ņņùĩìŨ "ìĩhÞ Ghç ùìÒĦİ ĩ²śİhÞ
ņù ùçđÞŨ ŦÒņÏ ņÏ ŦÒÞÞ ù² ĶŰ đĩ ìņ ù² ņÏ ťùņĩİ
ĩÞhņÒìÅ ņù çÒ hÞ çhĩÒÛśhìh Òİ h đĩÒç ŧhçđÞ
ù² ùśĩ Þ ņ ù²²Ò ÒhÞİ Òì QhÞÞhÏhİİ ņùņhÞÞŨ ÒÅìùĩÑ

İņhĩņ İÏùùņÒìÅ ÒìİÒ ņÏ ĩİņhśĩhìņė
QÏ İđ ÒhÞ ùśìİÞĦİ ÒìťİņÒÅhņÒùì
Òìņù IśİİÒhì çÞÒìÅ Òì ņÏ ŔŰĂļ
Þ ņÒùì Ïhİ ĩİśÞņ Òì ÒìÒ ņçìņİ
ù² ņÏĩ IśİİÒhì ùĩÅhìÒŬhņÒùìİ hì
ĂŊ ÒìÒťÒśhÞİė çùìÅ ņÏ ņh ņÒ İ
MđĩhÒìÅ ²hÞİ İņùĩÒİ ùì İù ÒhÞ
çÒhė
&ì İś Ï h ņùŧÒ ìťÒĩùìçìņ
QĩśçđĦİ  ÞhĩhņÒùìİ śìĩçÒì
ìùņ Ûśİņ ÛùśĩìhÞÒİņİ hì ìŦİ ùĩÅhÑ
ìÒŬhņÒùìİ {śņ ņÏ ùççśìÒņÒİ hì
çù ĩh Ũ Ŧ ìhťùĩ ņù İĩťė
&ņ Òİ hì hņņçđņ ņù {Þśĩ ņÏ Ò²²ĩÑ
ì  {ņŦì ²h ņÑ{hİ ìŦİ ÅhņÏÑ
ĩÒìÅ hì ņÏ ÞÒİ hì đĩùđhÅhìh
ņÏhņ İđĩh ÞÒÜ ŦÒÞ²Òĩ ņÏĩùśÅÏ
İù ÒhÞ çÒhė UÞņÒçhņÞŨ ìÅhÅ
ÒņÒŬìİ çśİņ đÞhŨ ņÏ ťÒņhÞ ĩùÞ Òì
ÒİņÒìÅśÒİÏÒìÅ ùì ²ĩùç ņÏ ùņÏĩ
hİ ņÏŨ Ïùùİ ņÏÒĩ Þ ņ Þhĩİ
hì İÏhđ ÒťÒ ÞÒ²ė &ì h ùççì Ñ
çìņ İđ Ï ņÏÒİ İđĩÒìÅ hņ &ìÒhìh
UìÒťĩİÒņŨ 5£qÙ ÏhÒĩçhì GhśÞ
QhİÏ ĩçÒì ìŦ Åĩhśhņİ ģ!h ņ
ùĩ ²hÜğ çù ĩh Ũ đìİ ùì ùśĩ
h{ÒÞÒņŨ ņù ņÞÞ ņÏ Ò²²ĩì ė -ùśĩìhÞÑ
Òİç hì ÏÞđė &ņ hì { h Åĩhņ ÒťÒ
hİİņė śņ ņÏ ²ÒìhÞ ĩİđùìİÒ{ÒÞÒņŨ
ĩİņİ ŦÒņÏ śİ hİ çĩÒ hìİėĦĦ
_ÒņÏùśņ Ïùìİņ Òìđììņ ÛùśĩÑ
ìhÞÒİç ŦÏĩ ŦùśÞ ÒņÒŬìİ ņśĩìğ

ï?£Å?M?ēÊX±£ìkïïkÚÝì ð² ĒÛðl āÞ

śÀ¬ËËś ƋƴńèƑ ÚśőƇƣ Ƒƴĸƣ ŰƋèŌĸƴŌ Ëĸģ¬ƋƑ Á #ÙķƢŚƊķ¬ŃÕ ƳĢŵ ţƦ

@¼À @¼h N@` u¼ ÙÏ¼ h@É
QÏ hĩÅśçìņ çh Òì ņÏÒİ ÒņùĩÒhÞ ņù
ŧçđņ ņÏ đĩçÒśç ÒÅhĩ ÒìśİņĩŨ ²ĩùç !
İ ĩśņÒìŨ Òİ Òì İİì  QÏŨ hĩ ìùņ Ïhđ ņÏŨ
hĩ ìùņ ²ĩśÒņÑ²Þhťùĩ ņÏŨ hĩ ìùņ ņhĩÅņ ņù
ÏÒÞĩì hì ņÏŨ hĩ İçùÜ ĩhĩÞŨ ù²ņì Ûśİņ
ùì İđ ÒhÞ ù hİÒùìİė çÒņņÞŨ & Ïhť ìùņ
Ïhĩ çìņÒùì ù² hìŨùì Þ{ĩhņÒìÅ ņÏ hĩĩÒťhÞ
ù² h {h{Ũ ŦÒņÏ h đh Ü ù² _Òìİņùìİ ťì ņÏùśÅÏ
h đĩçÒśç ÒÅhĩ çhŨ ùìņhÒì hİ çś Ï ņù{h ù
hİ h đh Ü ù² ÒÅhĩņņİė
_Ïhņ Òİ çÒİİÒìÅ ²ĩùç ņÏÒİ ìhĩĩhņÒť Òİ ņÏhņ
ÒÅhĩİ hĩ hìÅĩùśİė QÏ ²h ņİ hĩ ņÏhņ ÒÅhĩİ
Òì ĩhİ çhìŨ²ùÞ ņÏ ĩÒİÜ ù² hì ĩ ù² ņÏ ùĩhÞ
hťÒņŨ ÞhĩŨìŧ İùđÏhÅśİ hì ÞśìÅİ hì hĩ h
çhÛùĩ ùìņĩÒ{śņùĩ ņù Ïhĩņ Òİhİė aùś İç
ņù İśÅÅİņ ņÏhņ ņÏĩ Òİ ìù ģÞÅÒņÒçhņ đś{ÞÒ

ÒìÅ ņÏ ŦÒÞÞ ù² ņÏ đùđÞė QÏ ùìÞŨ ŦhŨ ņù ²² ņ
ÏhìÅ Òì QhÞÞhÏhİİ hì _hİÏÒìÅņùì Òİ ťĩŨ İÒçÑ
đÞ ^ùņė ^ùņĩ hđhņÏŨ Òİ ņÏ 6ùė Ă ĩùh{Þù Ü ņù ĩhÞ
ÏhìÅ Òì ùśĩ İņhņ hì ùśìņĩŨė
ťĩŨ ÞÅÒİÞhņùĩ Òì QhÞÞhÏhİİ ŦÏù Ïhİ Ïùİì
ņù ÒÅìùĩ ņÏ ŦÒÞÞ ù² ņÏ ĶŰ đĩ ìņ Ïùİì ņù İśđÑ
đùĩņ ņÏ hÅìhİ ù² ťĩŨ ÞhĩÅ ùĩđùĩhņÒùì ùĩ đĩÒÑ
ťhņ Òìťİņùĩ ņÏhņ İņĩùŨ ùśĩ ²ĩhÅÒÞ ìťÒĩùìçìņ
đùÞÞśņ ùśĩ ĩÒťĩİ hì ÞhÜİ hÞùìÅ ŦÒņÏ ÒÅ MśÅhĩ
İÏùśÞ { 6ùė Ă ùì ņÏ ťùņĩ ÏÒņ ÞÒİņė MÒçđÞŨ ťùņ
ņÏç ùśņ ù² ù²²Ò ė
-ùİđÏ !ĩìhìŬ !D¨h 'Ò !DqÙ
ƋƴŌŰ ¬őÚ ƣĲè èËśőśŌǃ

1¼Ï§¹À §@ À ×¼
Mśĩ hđđhĩİ ņù ç ņÏhņ GĩİÒìņ ùìhÞ

ÏhÞņÏ ÒìņĩİņĤ Òì đĩçÒśç ÒÅhĩİ İÒì  ņÏŨ
ùìņhÒì ìù ²Þhťùĩİ hì ģhĩ ìùņ çh çhĩÜņ
ùĩ đĩÒ  ²ùĩ ņÏ ŨùśņÏ çhĩÜņėĤ
&ì h $qó ¨D¨h ®ìÕ¨D ®~ #qh^¨q ÒņùÑ
ĩÒhÞ ²ùĩçĩ UėMė MśĩÅùì "ìĩhÞ hťÒ Mhņ Ïĩ
İhŨİ Òņ Òİ ņÒç ņù ÏùÞ ÒÅhĩİ hì ÒÅhĩņņİ ņù ņÏ
İhç İņhìhĩİė $ İņhņİ ņÏhņ ģ&ņĦİ ĩÒņÒ hÞ ņÏhņ
ÒÅhĩİ ìùņ { İì hİ h İh² ùĩ Þİİ ùİņÞŨ hÞņĩìhÑ
ņÒť ņù ÒÅhĩņņİėĤ
& ĩ ùÅìÒŬ ņÏ śì²ùĩņśìhņ đĩùİđ ņÒť Þùİİ
ù² Ûù{İ hņ -ė ė 6Ŧçhì {śņ IÒìÅÞÒìÅ ĩùİė q
hĩìśç hì hÒÞŨ Òĩ śİ Åhť Òņ śđ h²ņĩ Ă¿ļ
Ũhĩİ { hśİ Òņ Ûśİņ ÒìĦņ çhÜ İìİ hìŨÑ
çùĩė GĩÏhđİ ÒņĦİ ņÒç ²ùĩ -ė ė 6Ŧçhì ņù ÅÒť
Òņ śđ h²ņĩ ĂŔ¿ Ũhĩİė
hť 0ù²²ĩņ ì¨qh¨

QĩśçđĦİ  ùìùçÒ đùÞÒ Òİ hĩ ŦùĩÜÒìÅ İđ ÒhÞÞŨ
²ùĩ ìŦ hì ŧÒİņÒìÅ İçhÞÞ {śİÒìİİİė _ Ïhť
İì h İÒÅìÒ²Ò hìņ śđİśĩÅ Òì hņņìhì  hņ ùśĩ
đùđśÞhĩ çùìņÏÞŨ ņÏĩÑÏùśĩ "ùÒìÅ &ìņù śİÒìİİ
ŦùĩÜİÏùđ ÏÞ hņ ņÏ ìņĩđĩìśĩ ùÞÞh{ùĩhņÒť
ìņĩ Òì a{ùĩ ÒņŨė &ìņĩİņÒìÅÞŨ ņÏ çhÛùĩÒņŨ ù²
hņņìİ hĩ Ŧùçìė
.Òņ _ĩĩçŨĩ 5D£½D

ņù ņÏ ÒİİśÒìÅ hÅì Ũ hì h  ÒİÒùì { çh ņù
İśİđì ĩťùÜ ùĩ ùìņÒìś ņÏhņ ÞÒ ìİė
"hĩŨ _hÞÞh  #DhqÕD qD^
dŌ¬ƋśƑ¬ ƑƣĸƋƑ ƴŰ Ĳĸƣè >śƴƑè
śő ŰƴÀńĸËĸƣǃ ƣśƴƋ Á ƳĢŵ ţĕ

 h Ù ` Öh¼Ù ÏW
& ùìĦņ ÜìùŦ ŦÏhņ hÞÞ ņÏ ²śİİ Òİ h{ùśņ { hśİ
GĩİÒìņ ùìhÞ Qĩśçđ ĩ²ĩĩ ņù <çhĩùİh
5hìÒÅhśÞņ 6Ŧçhì hİ ģņÏhņ ùÅėĤ Qù ç ņÏhņ ŦùśÞ
{ h ùçđÞÒçìņ h ņĩç ù² ìhĩçìņė & Þùť hì
ĩİđ ņ hÞÞ ùÅİė QÏŨ hĩ ĩhÞÞŨ ņĩś ²ĩÒìİė
hťÒ ìĩİùì 3ãÃ 0qãqÕÙTìÕ
>ĸńńƑÀśƋśƴģĲ ÚĸƑƣƋĸËƣ ƣś ŰśƑƣ
ńè¬Ú ƋèƑƴńƣƑ Á ƳĢŵ ţĕ

.@Àh Éh À@hÀ É@Ø
0h Òì ņÏ Ŧhņĩ İś{İņhìhĩ hÒĩ ùìÒņÒùìÑ
ÒìÅ ÞùŦ ŦhÅİ ²ùĩ ņÏ ņh Ïĩİ « hì ņÏhņĦİ Ûśİņ
ņÏ ś hņÒùìhÞ İŨİņçė 0ņĦİ çìņÒùì Òì²ĩhİņĩś Ñ
ņśĩ ÞÒÅÏņ ĩhÒÞ hİÒĩ h İİ ņù ÏhÞņÏ hĩė İÜ hìŨ
Ïùç ùŦìĩ _ùśÞ Ũùś đĩ²ĩ ÏÒÅÏĩ đĩùđĩņŨ
ņhŧİ ùĩ h ÏÒÅÏĩ İhÞİ ņhŧğ
&Ħ ĩhÒİ İhÞ ņhŧ ņù ĂŰ đĩ ìņė ŧçđņ ²ùù hì
ŦùĩÜ ÞùņÏİė ì ņÏì Ŧhņ Ï hÞÞ ņÏ İìùŦ{Òĩİ
hì Ũİ ņÏŨ ŦÒÞÞ İņÒÞÞ ùç ÏÞđ śİ đhŨ ²ùĩ h çś ÏÑ
ì {ņņĩ đÞh  ²ùĩ hÞÞ Òì $ÒÞÞİ{ùĩùśÅÏ ùśìņŨ
ŦÏĩ &Ħť ĩİÒ ²ùĩ ņÏ Þhİņ ŔŰ Ũhĩİė
.đ çŨ đĩùđĩņŨ ņhŧİ h²²ùĩh{Þ hì Ò² & đÒì Ï
çŨ đììÒİ ŦÏÒ Ï & ù hìŨŦhŨ ņÏ ÏÒÅÏĩ İhÞİ ņhŧ
ŦÒÞÞ ìùņ {śĩì çė
hìÒÞ <ĩİÞÞù 5D£½D

6ƴőŌ¬őƇƑ ńèģ¬ń ń¬ÀǃƋĸőƣĲ Á ƳĢŵ ţĕ

h¼É Éh @ÏÉ¼ÉhÀ
& ņÏÒìÜ 5Ò ÏhÞ ĩÛÜh çùìİņĩhņ ÏÒİ śìİśÒņÑ
h{ÒÞÒņŨ ņù đùİİİİ h ùì hÞ Ŧhđùìİ đĩçÒņ ùì
²ùśĩ Ò²²ĩìņ ù hİÒùìİė &ņ İÏùśÞ { çhìhņùĩŨ
ņÏhņ ÞhŦ ì²ùĩ çìņ ù²²Ò ÒhÞİ ²ùĩŦhĩ Òì Òìņ
ĩđùĩņİ ÒìťùÞťÒìÅ çÒİśİ ù² Ŧhđùìİ {Ũ h ÞÒ ìİ

}Ĳ¬Ƌè ǃśƴƋ śŰĸőĸśőƑ
!qããqÕÙ ~®Õ ½ìT^Dã®¨ Ù®ìh Tq DhhÕqÙÙqh ã® !qããqÕÙ ã®
ãq hã®Õe 0Ã'Ã ®ô µµêµe 3ãÃ 0qãqÕÙTìÕe ! ååÝåµÃ 5qõ
^D¨ Tq Ùq¨ã Tõ ~Dô ã® ¿ÝêÝÀ vªåvÞÝ ®Õ ãÕ®ì ®ìÕ
óqTÙãq Dãd ãD£½DTDõÃ^®£ßqããqÕÙßÃ 5qõ Ù®ìh Tq TÕq~
D¨h £ìÙã ¨^ìhq ãq óÕãqÕÒÙ ¨D£qe DhhÕqÙÙ D¨h ½®¨q
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Going Beyond the Text
Newspaper in Education Activities



Newspaper articles, cartoons, photos and advertisements are a consistent
source of informational text. Reading the newspaper at home and at
school is a great way to increase critical thinking skills and prepare for
the Florida Standards. Are you familiar with the structure of a
newspaper? The best way to acquaint yourself with a newspaper is by
looking at the index, which is like a table of contents. According to the
index, what pages are the following found on: classified ads, sports,
editorials, local news, weather and the crossword puzzle? Where would
you most likely find articles focused on health or politics? Would these
articles be in more than one section of the newspaper? Why?

▪

The newspaper is broken up into sections. Write down each section of
the newspaper on a piece of paper. Select a photo from each section of
the newspaper that you think is interesting. Study the photo carefully and
create sensory images that describe some of the ideas you are reminded
of by looking at the photo. It may help you to imagine being on the scene
when the photo was taken. Describe the images you see. If you were on
the scene what would you hear? What would you smell? Describe as
many points as you can. Compare what you wrote to what your
classmates described. Did everyone see, hear and smell the same things?

▪

Stories about sports or entertainment events in newspapers usually recap
the most important events that occurred during the game, or at the
concert, play or festival. For the reader who wants a good review, the
newspaper relates the main idea in a descriptive manner. A reader can
usually find the main idea of the story in the lead sentence or paragraph.
The remaining paragraphs usually provide other details or highlights of
the event. Choose a story about an event recap from your newspaper and
identify the main elements of the story. These elements should be
answers to the 5 W’s (who, what, when, where, why).

▪

A headline in the newspaper often gives a general idea of what the news
story that accompanies it will be about. Headlines usually provide factual
information. Select two headlines from your newspaper. On the top of
one side of a piece of paper, write down the first headline. On the top of
the other side of the paper, write down the second headline. Below each
headline, write details that you find in the accompanying story that
support the idea communicated by the headline.

▪

Look up the words “hero” and “celebrity” in a dictionary. Once you
know the dictionary definition (denotation), discuss with your class what
the connotations of these words are. Look through the newspaper to
identify people who you would consider to be heroes and others who you
would define as celebrities. List the names of these people and the
newspaper section in which you found their names or pictures. Be sure to
note why you categorized each person they way you did.

▪

Conflict is something that is inevitable in real life. It happens every day:
at home, at school, in the neighborhood, in the world. Conflict is
represented in all sections of the newspapers, as well. Look through the
newspaper to find examples of conflict. Determine the types of conflicts
and possible solutions for each incident that you find. For each conflict,
determine what techniques could have been done to avoid the conflict.

▪

The comic strips in the newspaper often reflect real life. We can be
pleased with this because there is much honesty that can be found among
the characters in various comic strips. Read through the comic strips in
the newspaper. As you read, look for examples of honesty or truthfulness
in each character’s speech and actions. Write a brief paragraph about the
comic strip and the qualities you have discovered in the character or
characters. Share your thoughts with your classmates.

▪

Knowing the difference between fact and opinion is very important,
especially when it comes to information about your community and
world. Oftentimes, leaders try to influence young people by providing
propaganda or false information to persuade the young people to join
their side in an argument, cause or for an event. Look through the news
sections of the newspaper. Select a few articles of interest and evaluate
those articles for facts and opinions. Draw a line down the center of a
piece of paper. Label one side Fact and the other Opinion. List
statements in each category and discuss with your family and class why
these statements fall into that category. Think about the content of the
articles and the information on your chart. Thinking about the idea that
facts can be persuasive, write an essay or blog post discussing the ideas
you have read about and learned.

▪

Evaluating advertisements is an important skill. One of the biggest
advertisers is the diet industry. The diet industry is big business in the
United States. Why does the diet industry tend to make big promises
about quick results? Television commercials, radio spots, newspaper ads
… the focus is always on losing weight quickly without any effort. The
Purdue Online Writing Lab defines fallacies as “common errors in
reasoning that will undermine the logic of your argument. Fallacies can
be either illegitimate arguments or irrelevant points, and are often
identified because they lack evidence that supports their claim.”
Research the types of logical fallacies. Then find an ad or article in the
newspaper that focuses on a diet or diet product. Apply your new
knowledge to the information in the ad and analyze the points presented.
Create a chart or infographic with the information you have read and
learned about. Share your information with your class.

▪

Science plays an increasingly important role in our lives. Science stories
today involve more than news of the latest invention or medical advance.
Every science issue has implications on many levels: personal, social,
economic, political, religious and ethical. There are multiple sides to
every science story. Technological advances, for example, may increase
communication but may also raise questions of privacy rights. Stem cell
research may hold the answers to many devastating medical conditions,
but it raises religious questions as well. Science stories are found on
national news pages as well as in special science news pages. Many
newspapers dedicate a weekly section to science.
o Find an article about a recent science breakthrough or advance.
o List the benefits of the advance.
o List any negative consequences of that breakthrough.
o Putting these ideas together, write a fully-developed paragraph
discuss the fact that every new scientific advance has
consequences people may not have considered. Share what you
have learned with your class.

▪

Your local newspaper’s mission is to serve your community. When there
is a situation that requires community action, the newspaper reports on
the problem and all the different individuals and groups that have an
interest in the problem. People who are affected by a situation are often
called “stakeholders.”
o Read news stories about a problem or concern in your
community.

o Identify the different stakeholders who are proposing different
solutions to the problem.
o Collect the information and write it down on a piece of paper.
o Then develop a solution of your own. What solution would you
propose that is different from any of those proposed by the
stakeholders?
o Interview family members and friends. Ask their opinions about
the problem. Ask them for their solutions.
o Write a letter to the editor or a blog post discussing how the other
solutions are different from yours.
▪ The editorial page of the newspaper provides readers with differing
opinions about news events. Editorials present the views of the newspaper.
Opinion columns present the views of individuals who comment regularly
on news topics. Letters to the editor present the views of the newspaper’s
readers. Read your newspaper’s editorial on a national topic that interests
you. Identify the standard editorial elements in the editorial you read and
note the following points. Then explain your reaction to the editorial.
o Presenting opposing points of view
o Refuting opposing points
o Presenting details supporting the newspaper’s position
o Urging readers to make a decision
What do you consider to be the most persuasive points made in the editorial?
Did the editorial change your mind or strengthen your original position?
Why or why not?
▪ Your newspaper keeps you informed about events and changes in the world of business.
Events that affect national companies can influence the country’s economy. Decisions
made by local businesses can affect the financial health of your community. Read a news
story about a change in a business product or service. Think about the causes and effects
of the change. Write down your responses to the following questions:
o What is your reaction to the change?
o What is the headline?
o What product or service is being changed?
o Why did the company make the decision to change the product/service?
o What is the headline?
o What product or service is being changed?
o Why did the company make the decision to change the product/service?
o Why wasn’t this change made before?
o Do you believe this is a change for the better or the worse? Why?

Visit the website of the company involved in the news story. Read what the company says
about the change. Does the site discuss potential negative effects of the change or does it
present only a positive picture? Where would you go to get a different point of view?
Collect business opinion columns that address this news. How do the commentators
evaluate the decision made by the company?
▪ Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Go through the newspaper and find each of the following items.
1. Color photograph
2. Black and white photograph
3. Full page advertisement
4. Advertorial
5. Capital letter
6. Number with double digits
7. Symbol
8. Hyphenated word
9. Common noun
10. Verb
11. Adjective
12. Adverb
13. Cartoon
14. Map
15. Index
16. Page number
17. Date line
18. Classified advertisement
19. Continued article
20. Obituary
21. Name of a county
22. Sports team
23. Punctuation mark
24. Name of a business
25. Statistic
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Application
Students use previously learned information in new situations.
SECTION

ACTIVITY

National, international news

Read a news story about a proposed new federal law or Supreme Court
decision. Discuss the different ways the new law or court decision will
affect individuals, groups and current laws.

Local news

Read a news story about a citizens’ group that is proposing some change
in your community. Describe how the proposed change would affect the
social, economic and political situation in your community.

Feature story

Read a feature story about an individual who has achieved a major
accomplishment. What lessons could you learn from this individual?

Editorials

Identify a problem discussed in an editorial. What existing law or
ethical principle would you use to address the problem? What
recommendations would you make?

Sports

Look at the past statistics of several teams in a professional sports
league or conference. Which two teams do you think will be the
league/conference leaders at the end of the season? Why?

Entertainment

Look at the television section of the newspaper. Develop a viewing
schedule that would give you information about one of the three branches
of government. Use at least two different newspapers.

Science/technology

Read a story about a scientific/technological advance. Write a story
explaining how the advance will benefit individuals and/or businesses.

Comics

Find a personal problem illustrated in a comic strip. Write a letter advising
the character on how to solve the problem. Base the solution on your
personal experience.

Display ads

Locate an ad for an existing service. Suggest ways to expand the service
and provide new uses for it.

Classified ads

Identify a problem presented in a news story.Find someone in the
classified section of the newspaper who could help solve the problem.

Analysis
Students break down information into component parts and use the
information to solve problems and make decisions.
SECTION

ACTIVITY

National, international news

Read several news stories about a major national or international issue.
Discuss the historical, economic and social elements that have created
the situation that exists today.

Local news

Read news stories about a community concern and identify elements that
contribute to it. Determine where you might look for ideas that address
that concern – like other communities that have a similar geography,
social structure or history. What can you learn from those communities?

Feature story

Read a feature story and identify the way it addresses these elements: (1)
is timely, (2) has human interest, and (3) has a special interest for at least
one group of newspaper readers.

Editorials

Read an editorial on a topic that interests you. Discuss how the editorial
employs these elements: (1) statement of the problem, (2) opposing
arguments, (3) refuting opposing arguments, (4) recommendations for
solution, (5) call to action.

Sports

Read newspaper stories about two major teams in a sport. Compare and
contrast the strengths and weaknesses of the two teams. What strengths
would give one team the advantage over the other?

Entertainment

Look at the movie ads in the newspaper. Based on the ads and ratings,
select an appropriate movie for each of these age groups: 7 and under,
8 –13, 14–17, and adult.

Science/
technology

Collect several stories about scientific advances or breakthroughs. In
which area is the progress being made – biology, chemistry, physics or
technology? Which advances represent contributions from more than one
branch of science?

Comics

Examine the comics page of the newspaper. Classify the strips by these
types: jokes, relationships, family/home, workplace, school, politics and
other. Which type of strip do you like the best? Why?

Display ads

Examine a large display ad for a product in the newspaper. Determine
how the ad: (1) attracts attention, (2) provides information, (3) develops
interest, and (4) encourages the reader to make the purchase.

Classified ads

Make a column or bar chart showing the numbers of different positions
advertised in the classified ads. Which types of skills are in greatest
demand? Which types are in least demand? What do the advertised
positions tell you about your community?

Synthesis
Students use prior learning and skills to create something original.
SECTION

ACTIVITY

National, international news

Select a news story about an important problem facing the international
community. Select people you read about in the newspaper to
create a commission that could find a solution to the problem.

Local news

Select a news story about a concern facing your community. Identify
different individuals or groups who have ideas for addressing the
concern. Write three possible scenarios for the outcome of the situation.

Feature story

Select a feature story about an unusual individual. Write a letter to that
individual commenting on his/her achievements and asking questions
you have that were not answered in the story.

Editorials

Collect opinion columns and letters to the editor about a particular
topic. List the points made in the columns and letters. Add your own
points and write your own editorial.

Sports

Read stories about two or three different sports. Create a new sport that
borrows elements from each one. Be sure the rules for your new sport
encourage participation from all team members.

Entertainment

Look at the movie ads in the newspapers. Combine elements from two
movie titles to create a new title. Write a story to go with the new title.

Science/technology

Locate a news story about a problem in your community. List different
ways science could contribute to a solution. Write your own solution to
the problem using these scientific ideas.

Comics

Select a comic strip that reflects something in your life. Use the strip as a
model to create your own comic strip about your family, friends or school.

Display ads

Select three related products and/or services advertised in the
newspaper. Create a new ad that puts the products/services together
in a package deal.

Classified ads

Read a national or local news story about a current problem. Write a
classified ad, offering work to someone who has the skills to solve the
problem.

Evaluation
Students judge situations based on their personal knowledge,
values and opinions.
SECTION

ACTIVITY

National, international news

Select a news story about a national or international issue about which
people take different sides. Discuss the consequences of each side’s
position. Take a stand on the issue and explain why you support that
position.

Local news

Use newspaper stories to identify the three most important issues facing
your community.Rank them from most important to least important.
Explain how each issue impacts individual citizens, businesses and
government institutions.

Feature story

Select a news story about an individual or community group that
supports a particular cause. Write a letter to the editor expressing your
opinion about the actions of that individual or group.

Editorials

Select an editorial with which you disagree. Write a rebuttal to the
editorial responding to the editorial writer’s ideas point by point.

Sports

Select newspaper sports stories profiling two athletes in the same
sport. Which athlete do you find most admirable? What professional and
personal qualities stand out in that individual?

Entertainment

Read the weekly entertainment section of your newspaper. Look at
the fine arts and performing arts events taking place in your area. What
type of entertainment do you think is underrepresented? What
recommendations would you make to a local arts council to improve
the cultural climate in your community?

Science/technology

Select a news story about a medical breakthrough or advance. Evaluate
the benefits of the new medicine, product or procedure in terms of cost,
ease of use, and side effects.

Comics

Examine comic strips about school or family life. Select the one you think
is most realistic. Explain how that strip portrays real life.

Display ads

Compare and contrast ads for two brands of a product or service. Select
the product/service you think is best. Explain your selection.

Classified ads

Read all of the classified ads related to a particular job. Which of the ads
would you choose? Why? What makes that ad the most attractive?

